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A2M USA Mermaid Maxi Dresses Have Arrived

The Mermaid Maxi Dress by A2M USA™ offers added glam with lace cut-out back.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) October 25, 2013 -- The Mermaid Maxi Dress by A2M USA™ is not your
mother’s maxi dress. This modern version of the casual, comfortable staple has undergone a modernization.
With a curved high/low hemline, the dress falls just above the knees in the front, while nearly reaching the floor
in the back. Cap sleeves that can be worn off the shoulder give the Mermaid Maxi Dress a youthful look. A
scoop neck completes the grown-up version of the maxi dress.

But it is the back of the Mermaid Maxi Dress that will get people talking. With a sexy cutout and lace panel, the
A2M USA Mermaid Maxi Dress can easily be worn for more formal affairs. Pair it with a blazer for a
comfortable office look, or wear it alone to the beach for a sophisticated yet subtle look.

The Mermaid Maxi Dress is available in black with ivory stripes or in ivory with black stripes. Made of soft,
breathable polyester, the draping of the Mermaid Max Dress will flatter all body shapes. Available in sizes XS-
L. Like all A2M USA apparel, the Mermaid Maxi Dress is exclusively made in the U.S.A.

A2M USA was founded by an African-born European entrepreneur who started an American-inspired casual
fashion line in Europe which caused a sensation among European youth. His dream was to conquer America,
and he relocated here in 2012. With the launch of A2MUSA.com, his dream has come one step closer to reality.
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Contact Information
Ted Myers
TRIXMEDIA Inc.
http://www.trixmedia.com
800-717-8271

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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